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I I  
Abstract 
Since the reform of the urban real estate system in our country, the development 
of commercial housing market is speeding up. In this situation, the commercial 
housing market‟s rapid development has become an important driving force for the 
national economy‟s growth, and also an important part of China's national economy. 
From the national economy as a whole, real estate development investment accounted 
for a large proportion of total social investment in fixed assets; from the national 
economic structure, according to the authority of the real estate industry to the 
national economy, it has driven nearly forty industries forward. There is no doubt that 
the fluctuations in the real estate market will have a greater impact on the national 
economy. In this case, that how to grasp the real estate market in all aspects of the 
operation, to monitor and to prejudge market operation under different situations are 
very necessary for us to implement the early warning system which aims to solve the 
disorder of the real estate market. 
Taking the rapid development of China's real estate market into account, the real 
estate as an important part of the national economy, the establishment of the real 
estate market monitoring and early warning information system are imperative. The 
system's development and research can provide practical quantitative conclusions and 
scientific reference basis for the real estate departments to grasp the operational s tatus 
of various aspects of the market (supply, demand, price, etc.) , a risk of early warning 
for the government related department to tackle the disorder of the real estate, a 
support for economy‟s micro-control, so as to give a persuasive researching data for 
real estate market‟s control, a scientific reference for sustainable healthy development 
of real estate market and the win-win development of the real estate market and the 
city‟s. 
This thesis designs and implements a management information system and data 
display system for real estate market monitoring and early warning system. The 
system uses PHP as the system programming language, ZendStudio 10.5 as the 
















includes system data management, real estate market monitoring, real estate market 
early warning and real estate market policy simulation and other major functions. At 
present, the system is being tested and will be deployed, the system basically achieves 
the expected design target. 
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快速发展态势。统计数据显示 1987 至 2009 年间，全国城镇商品房平均销售价格
由 408.18 元/平方米上升到 4694.95 元/平方米，年均同比增速 12.02%。商品房销
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